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Kiana

Kiana is a deceased former player character made by Immortal Cyan and played by Ametheliana.

Kaiyō Kiana
Species: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33 - Sprite
Gender: Woman

Date of Birth: YE 42
Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Soldier

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: Nataria Cemetery

Physical Description

Height: 4'6“ (Barefoot), 4’9” (In Ke-M2-4 Series "Mindy" Armor)
Mass: 72 Lbs.
Measurements: 24B-16-30

Possessing an extremely short and slender form, Kaiyō Kiana is petite even by the standards of the
almost universally diminutive Nekovalkyrja. Kiana’s willowy pear-shaped body profile is defined primarily
by her acutely thin ‘ant-waist’, lending her hips a strikingly flared shape which makes them appear far
wider than they actually are. Her frame is supported by a pair of long and svelte legs, featuring small
callipygian buttocks and lightly-toned thighs. Complementing her narrow shoulders, her modest bosom
accentuates her starkly defined collarbone.

Kiana is gifted with a delicate visage, featuring a V-shaped facial profile, a demurely pointed chin, plump
lips, cyan eyes, and creamy pale skin. Her hair, which she typically wears down and held in place with a
black headband over the top of her forehead, has a white to violet red gradient from roots to tips. In
addition, the violet red color that she projects over her lips matches the color on the tips of her hair.
Finally, her features are framed by a pair of high-arched dark purple eyebrows.

Her ears have a pointed, elf-like shape.

Personality

Although her youth comes a touch of naïvety and an extreme lack of wisdom, Kaiyō Kiana is generally a
kind and unpretentious individual. However, she lacks much of the intellectual curiosity and logical-
mathematical intelligence of her Nekovalkyrja peers. Unfortunately, this has lent her some ditzy
tendencies since many things take her more time to fully understand. Nevertheless, she is a highly-
motivated and driven individual, possessing many of the perfectionist habits common in young
Nekovalkyrja. In addition, she maintains a deep sense of somatic awareness which she utilizes to make
her movements surgically precise, especially in combat scenarios.
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Goals

To become an AAA Power Armor Pilot

History

Created by the MEGAMI of the Kaiyō in YE 42, Kaiyō Kiana is a young Nekovalkyrja Sprite that was born in
the midst of the Kuvexian War. Although the purpose of her creation is largely a mystery, upon her
emergence from one of the ship’s Hemosynthetic Reconstruction Tube, Kiana was immediately given a
role among the crew.

Skills Learned

Kaiyō Kiana has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills

Social Connections

Kaiyō Kiana is connected to:

YSS Kaiyō II

Inventory & Finance

Kaiyō Kiana has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Kaiyō Kiana currently has 3000 KS.

Kaiyō Kiana's Mindy

Ke-M2-4 Series "Mindy" Armor (Ke-M2-W2910 Forearm Pulse Cannons Replaced with Ke-M3-W2707
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Forearm Aether Projection Weapons)

Left Shoulder Dorsal Right Shoulder

Empty Shoulder Weapon Mount Ke-M2-P4003 Power Armor
Teleportation Unit Ke-M2-W3901 Aether Blade Xiphos

Leg Pods Utility/Cargo Handheld

Ke-M2-W3002 Leg NSB Launchers Star Army Butt Pack, Type 29 Ke-M2/12-W3903 Coherent Aether
Rifle

Left Waist Wings / Tail Right Waist
2 Type 30 Star Army

Flashbang/Stun Grenades No / No 2 Type 30 Star Army Scalar Pulse
Grenades

OOC Information

This article was created on 2020/01/28 21:46 using the namespace template.

This character is permanently retired from the RP by Star Army staff.

Character Data
Character Name Kaiyō Kiana
Character Owner Immortal Cyan
Character Status Permanently Retired Character
Current Location Nataria Cemetery
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Deceased
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Entry Year YE 42
DOR Year YE 43
SAOY Exit Year YE 42
Orders Orders
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